How do we as coaches who care about
nature bring that care to our practice?
As humans, we are part of a natural system: The Earth. Yet our thinking and actions
have taken us out of harmony with life. The convergence of Covid-19, our ecological
crisis and the failing economy is creating urgency within business and society to pivot
to a more sustainable model. Yet whilst ambition for net zero and the urge towards
action is mounting, making good decisions that take account of the many
interdependent challenges that this involves is harder than ever.
As coaches we can play a powerful role in helping business and community leaders,
our clients, make sense of and act into these challenges, to positively engage with
them and transition their organisations and institutions to a world that works for
everyone.
Coaching in this way is not just a matter of having the ‘right’ information or focusing
on only one part of the problem, like climate change. To create the agency and
confidence we and our clients need to act, we need to shift our relationship with the
natural world, seeing ourselves as intrinsically part of it.
By recentring our relationship with natural systems like this, we expand the
possibilities for more systemic and deeper relational understanding and insight, with
ourselves and with others. In the process we become more grounded, more creative
in the options we can conceive, and more resilient: all prerequisites for the work that
lies ahead.
We have this decade to make the changes needed to ensure the survival of our
species and others. Our intention with this program is help you take the expertise
you already have and deepen it in response to the changing Earth, to provide more
actionable insight and expand the repertoire of interventions available to you.
This 4-month virtual program for experienced coaches will help your coaching
practice evolve in harmony with the natural world around you. It will offer
you a reflective space to explore your coaching practice, your current
understanding of the challenges facing humanity and equip you
with additional skills to help people, society and nature flourish.
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Program Outcomes, Structure & Dates
How the political, business and social responses to our ecological emergency are
changing what’s required from coaches
What business clients are really grappling with as they transition to purpose-led
organisations
How to bring systems change and systems thinking into the way you coach ·
How deepening your own connection to nature and learning to work with nature
can inform your practice with every client you work with
How to make sense of the evolving world for your coaching practice moving
forward

This programme weaves together insight from three complementary domains:
Gestalt practice, with its roots in psychotherapy and which pays exquisite
attention, moment by moment, to how we experience ourselves and others in
relationship;
Nature connection, attending to our participation in nature and our relationship
to non-human Other;
Sustainability literacy, with its focus on understanding the issues and designing
systemic responses to the ecological emergency. Integrated through real-world
experience and practice, the programme deepens your connection with yourself,
your clients and the wider world.

Investment

This program costs £2850 + VAT.
For our first event in 2021 we are offering a 50% reduction:
£1425 + VAT
You will also receive a year’s membership to our community of supervision
to help you continue to integrate coaching with natural systems fully into
your practice.
And when you sign up for this program, we will also sponsor a
woman in Malawi for a year to grow her business and lift her family
out of poverty by receiving mentoring support that will ensure her
business is sustainable and profitable in the long run.

Program Coaches & Facilitators
Dr Alexandra Stubbings
Alexandra is a systems change consultant and coach, with over
fifteen years’ experience in helping leaders embed low carbon
practices into their organisations.
She led the Sustainability Consulting Practice at Ashridge for five
years to 2013 and completed her coach training and doctorate
there, before founding Talik.
The Talik change model, developed from her doctoral research, provides a systemic
approach for engaging with sustainable values, and has been adapted for use in
coaching as well as in organisations. She teaches sustainability leadership and
supervises students at CISL and ASI.

Ann Knights
Ann has been coaching leaders individually and in teams for 20
years and supervising and developing coaches for 15 years.
Ann a lead member of faculty on the Ashridge Masters in
Executive Coaching and the Masters in Team coaching and is
Programme Director for the Ashridge Coaching Skills for Leaders
Programme.
She is the co-author of “Coaching in Organizations”, a significant piece of research
into how coaching is and can best be delivered in organizations commissioned by the
CIPD.

Tabitha Jayne
Tabitha holds a PCC accreditation with the ICF. She is also an
associate member of the ISCP and has an EMCC Global
Individual Team Coaching Accreditation.
Spending the last decade practicing coaching with nature,
Tabitha is the program director of Earthself’s
Transformational Change Coaching with Nature Coach
Training program.
She is the author of books, The Nature Process (2nd Edition)
and Nature Embodied. Her research on Earth Connection is published in
the Consciousness, Spirituality & Transpersonal Psychology journal.

To find out more contact:
Alexandra Stubbings: alexandra@talikandco.net
Ann Knights: ann@talikandco.net
Tabitha Jayne: tabi@earthself.org

